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Politics and Political Change 2001 this collection shows how the study of past politics can be deepened by theory and practice from political science sociology and economics and how the application of quantitative methods to received assumptions can expand our understanding of all political history

Journal of History and Politics 1992-06 au sommaire de cet ouvrage breach of medical confidence ensuring the right to peace under international law dismissals in the cameroon labour code the contract of sale of goods according to different african rights la normativité de la chose jugée en droit les outils de communication et la gouvernance étatique au cameroun

African Journal of Law and Politics 2018-07-27 the oxford handbooks of political science is a ten volume set of reference books offering authoritative and engaging critical overviews of the state of political science each volume focuses on a particular part of the discipline with volumes on public policy political theory political economy contextual political analysis comparative politics international relations law and politics political behavior political institutions and political methodology the project as a whole is under the general editorship of robert e goodin with each volume being edited by a distinguished international group of specialists in their respective fields the books set out not just to report on the discipline but to shape it the series will be an indispensable point of reference for anyone working in political science and adjacent disciplines the oxford handbook of comparative politics offers a critical survey of the field of empirical political science through the collection of a set of chapters written by forty seven top scholars in the discipline of comparative politics part i includes chapters surveying the key research methodologies employed in comparative politics the comparative method the use of history the practice and status of case study research the contributions of field research and assessing the possibility of constructing a science of comparative politics parts ii to iv examine the foundations of political order the origins of states and the extent to which they relate to war and to economic development the sources of compliance or political obligation among citizens democratic transitions the role of civic culture authoritarianism revolutions civil wars and contentious politics parts v and vi explore the mobilization representation and coordination of political demands part v considers why parties emerge the forms they take and the ways in which voters choose parties it then includes chapters on collective action social movements and political participation part vi opens up with essays on the mechanisms through which political demands are aggregated and coordinated this sets the agenda to the systematic exploration of the workings and effects of particular institutions electoral systems federalism legislative executive relationships the judiciary and bureaucracy finally part vii is organized around the burgeoning literature on macropolitical economy of the last two decades

The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Politics 2007 compulsory voting is widely used in the democratic
Beyond Turnout 2021-08-01 drawing on the rich resources of the ten volume series of the Oxford handbooks of political science this one volume distillation provides a comprehensive overview of all the main branches of contemporary political science political theory political institutions political behavior comparative politics international relations political economy law and politics public policy contextual political analysis and political methodology sixty seven of the top political scientists worldwide survey recent developments in those fields and provide penetrating introductions to exciting new fields of study following in the footsteps of the new handbook of political science edited by robert goodin and hans dieter klingemann a decade before this oxford handbook will become an indispensable guide to the scope and
methods of political science as a whole it will serve as the reference book of record for political scientists and for those following their work for years to come

The American Review 1845 This book examines the institutional foundations of coalition government in the ten post-communist democracies of eastern and central Europe for the 1990-2010 period. Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia. Its central argument is that differences in the arrangement of political institutions systematically explain variations in patterns of multi-party government across these states. The book starts with the premise that electoral systems and constitutional provisions about the powers of the structure and the relationship between parliament and the presidency determine the degree to which political power is dispersed or concentrated in the political system on the basis of these institutional features. Three groups of states are distinguished with regard to their degree of power concentration: the substantive chapters of the book demonstrate how these institutional combinations and differences shape three specific facets of party government which capture the main stages of the lifecycle of coalitions: governments, the formation of electoral coalitions, government formation, and government duration. Specifically, three comparative chapters assess the impact of institutional power concentration on the size of electoral coalitions, the likelihood that political parties form a minority government, and the number of days that a government lasts in office. The main finding of the book is that power concentration matters: political parties in those democracies where institutions are designed to concentrate political power tend to form large electoral coalitions; they tend to form majority rather than undersized governments, and they build more durable cabinets. In addition, the book contains a detailed case study of government formation in Hungary and a previously unstudied comparison of indirect presidential elections in four states: the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, and Latvia. Comparative politics is a series for students, teachers, and researchers of political science that deals with contemporary government and politics. Global in scope, books in the series are characterised by a stress on comparative analysis and strong methodological rigour. The series is published in association with the European Consortium for Political Research for more information visit ecprnet.eu

Handbook of Politics 2009-11-28 Liberties: A Journal of Culture and Politics is essential reading for those engaged in the cultural and political issues of our time. Published quarterly, Liberties is a collection of the most significant writers, today as well as launching the voices of tomorrow. Liberties features serious, independent, stylish, and controversial essays by significant writers and introduces the next generation of writers and poets to inspire and impact the intellectual and creative lifeblood of today's culture and politics. Nobel prize winners leading op-ed writers, well-known non-fiction writers, rising talents and poets from around the world are part of the Liberties series. There's a reason why engaged citizens, cultural warriors, political leaders, opinion makers, and activists from across the cultural and political spectrum read and cherish Liberties.

Political Science Journal Information 1982 In many recent democracies, candidates compete for office using illegal strategies to influence voters in Hungary and Romania. Local actors including mayors and bureaucrats offer access to social policy benefits to voters who offer to support their preferred candidates and they threaten others with the loss of a range of policy and private benefits for voting the way these quid pro quo exchanges are often called clientelism. How can politicians and their accomplices get away with such illegal campaigning in otherwise democratic competitive elections when do they rely on the worst forms of clientelism that involve threatening voters and manipulating public benefits? Conditioning and coercion: Electoral clientelism in Eastern Europe uses a mixed-method approach to understand how illegal forms of campaigning including vote buying and electoral coercion persist in two democratic countries in the European Union. It argues that we must disaggregate clientelistic strategies based on whether they use public or private resources and whether they involve positive promises or negative threats and coercion. We document that the type of clientelistic strategies that candidates and brokers use varies systematically across localities based on their underlying social coalitions. We also show that voters assess and sanction different forms of clientelism in different ways. Voters glean information about politicians' personal characteristics and their policy preferences from the clientelistic strategies that these candidates deploy. Most voters judge candidates who use clientelism harshly so how does clientelism including its most odious coercive forms persist in democratic systems? This book suggests that politicians can get away with clientelism by using forms of it that are in line with the policy preferences of constituencies whose votes they need. Clientelistic and programmatic strategies are not as distinct as previous have argued. Oxford Studies in Democratization is a series for scholars and students of comparative politics and related disciplines. Volumes concentrate on the comparative study of the
democratization process that accompanied the decline and termination of the cold war the geographical
focus of the series is primarily latin america the caribbean southern and eastern europe and relevant
experiences in africa and asia the series editor is laurence whitehead senior research fellow nuffield
college university of oxford

Political Marketing 2013-05-13 this journal has been discontinued any issues are available to purchase
separately

The Oxford Handbook of Political Science 2011-07-07 being politically active is especially important
right now but it can be difficult to know where to start we all know that ghandi said be the change you
want to see in the world and we want to help but at this point in our lives we simply do not know where to
start it’s been years and years since government class in high school we’ve been involved in our own lives
and careers and frankly we simply do not remember all of the branches of state and legislative
government like we should this leads to embarrassment or self consciousness and this keeps us from
taking action you know you want need to do something but you don’t want to ask your most politically
active friend or relative because you don’t want them to know how out of touch you are we feel your pain
luckily this is a totally solvable problem you will actually be realized surprised how quickly you can get up
to speed with representatives and political issues when you know where to look once you know what the
issues are and who represents you you’ll have no problem taking weekly or daily action to help make
changes in the world we’ve included guided setup pages at the front of the book then two years of weekly
planner pages undated of course start whenever you want

Institutional Design and Party Government in Post-Communist Europe 2014-10-30 this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to
be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

Liberties Journal of Culture and Politics 2023-10-24 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Conditionality & Coercion 2019-10-17 responsiveness to societal demands entails policy accumulation
which undermines the ability of democracies to communicate implement and evaluate public policy

The Iowa Journal of History and Politics 1947 it is often said that effective government requires a
concentration of power if we want our political leaders to adjust public policies to changing economic
social and political circumstances we should in this view leave our leaders alone we should put in place
electoral procedures that identify a clear winner in each election and then we should let the winning
political party govern without having to cooperate with others the argument of this book is that this view is
mistaken since it seriously underestimates the ability of political decision makers to overcome democratic
paralysis by compensating losers groups that stand to lose from a reform reform capacity the ability of
political decision makers to adopt and implement policy changes that benefit society as a whole can
therefore be achieved in both power concentration systems which enable governments to ignore losers
and power sharing systems where governments build support for reform by compensating losers if
political decision makers are able to solve the bargaining problems that sometimes complicate
negotiations between winners and losers power sharing systems have certain advantages over power concentration systems the book argues that power sharing can lead to high reform capacity in societies where interest groups are powerful enough to block reforms the book also argues that power sharing can lead to high reform capacity when reforms have short term costs and long term benefits since power sharing helps to correct some of the short sightedness that is inherent in democratic policymaking.

**Review Journal of Political Philosophy, Volume 8.1** 2013-02-21 constitutionalization of world politics is emerging as an unintended consequence of international treaty making driven by the logic of democratic power the analysis will appeal to scholars of international relations and international law interested in international cooperation as well as institutional and constitutional theory and practice.

**The American Political Journal** 1982 the third edition of the best selling the fundamentals of political science research provides an introduction to the scientific study of politics it offers the basic tools necessary for readers to become both critical consumers and beginning producers of scientific research on politics the authors present an integrated approach to research design and empirical analyses whereby researchers can develop and test causal theories they use examples from political science research that students will find interesting and inspiring and that will help them understand key concepts the book makes technical material accessible to students who might otherwise be intimidated by mathematical examples this revised third edition features new your turn boxes meant to engage students the edition also has new sections added throughout the book to enhance the content’s clarity and breadth of coverage.

**The Journal of Political Economy** 2007 the act of deliberation is the act of reflecting carefully on a matter and weighing the strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions to a problem it aims to arrive at a decision or judgment based not only on facts and data but also on values emotions and other less technical considerations though a solitary individual can deliberate it more commonly means making decisions together as a small group an organization or a nation political communication and deliberation takes a unique approach to the field of political communication.

**Activism Journal** 2019-06-23 not since the printing press has a media object been as celebrated for its role in the advancement of knowledge as the scientific journal from open communication to peer review the scientific journal has long been central both to the identity of academic scientists and to the public legitimacy of scientific knowledge but that was not always the case at the dawn of the nineteenth century academies and societies dominated elite study of the natural world journals were a relatively marginal feature of this world and sometimes even an object of outright suspicion the scientific journal tells the story of how that changed alex csiszar takes readers deep into nineteenth century london and paris where savants struggled to reshape scientific life in the light of rapidly changing political mores and the growing importance of the press in public life the scientific journal did not arise as a natural solution to the problem of communicating scientific discoveries rather as csiszar shows its dominance was a hard won compromise born of political exigencies shifting epistemic values intellectual property debates and the demands of commerce many of the tensions and problems that plague scholarly publishing today are rooted in these tangled beginnings as we seek to make sense of our own moment of intense experimentation in publishing platforms peer review and information curation csiszar argues powerfully that a better understanding of the journal’s past will be crucial to imagining future forms for the expression and organization of knowledge.

**The Iowa Journal Ofhistory and Politics** 2015-10-21 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

**The London Review and Weekly Journal of Politics, Literature, Art, & Society** 1862 women in legislative representation electoral systems political parties and sex quotas gives a complete and international perspective on the proportion and impact of women in national parliaments more precisely it
seeks to identify the factors that influence the percentage of female parliamentarians paying particular attention to the electoral system through the particular perspective of female representation in parliaments. The contributors seek to provide an understanding of a profound political movement that of the third wave of democratization of political systems. This volume remains unique in its focus on electoral systems as an explanation for the proportion of women in national parliaments.

**Dublin University Magazine** 1842

This book examines electoral politics in the state of Punjab, India, as it has evolved since the colonial period. Underlines the emergence of the state as a singular unit for electoral analysis in the last three decades. It will be of great interest to researchers of politics especially comparative politics and political institutions.

**The Dublin University Magazine** 1833

This book examines attitudes towards democracy in the federal republic of Germany by drawing on extensive survey evidence. It charts Germans changing views of the political system prior to and following unification. The study examines four aspects of the political system: how it functions overall, attitudes towards the basic law, trust in representative institutions, and views of the European Union. The book appeals to readers interested in public opinion and democracy in Germany along with those interested in the changing relationship between citizens and the state.

**The American Review** 2015-09-11

From the roles of race and gender in American politics to the 2020 elections and the global coronavirus pandemic, politics and media intersections and new directions examine how media and political institutions interact to shape public thinking and debates around social problems, cultural norms, and policies.

**Policy Accumulation and the Democratic Responsiveness Trap** 2019-04-11

This journal has been discontinued. Any issues are available to purchase separately.

**Reform Capacity** 2017-06-30

This introduction applies analytic models to policymaking challenges equipping students with tools to evaluate core policymaking dilemmas. Students are introduced to the approaches of game theory, social choice theory, research design, and causal inference. Key terms along with current research are highlighted to build an understanding of public policy. Study exercises and thought questions enable students to develop skills to assess public policy dilemmas. The analytically rigorous style of the text is accessible and avoids lengthy descriptions. Supplementary resources for instructors include extensive notes, ancillaries, and online resources including a test bank, quizzes, and editable lecture slides for all chapters that can be modified to fit particular courses. This textbook is suitable for introductory public policy and public administration courses at both undergraduate and postgraduate level.

**Constitutionalizing World Politics** 2020-07-23

The history of political events is made by people from wars to elections to political protests. The choices we make can be the events that shape our world and our lives. Some people's choices alter the pathways that history takes in particular national chief executives play a large role in forging the destinies of the countries they lead. Why leaders fight is about those world leaders and how their beliefs, world views, and tolerance for risk and military conflict are shaped by their life experiences before they enter office. Military family occupation and more using in-depth research on important leaders and the largest set of data on leader backgrounds ever gathered, the authors of *Why Leaders Fight* show that within the constraints of domestic political institutions and the international system, who ends up in office plays a critical role in determining when and why countries go to war.

**The Scientific Journal** 2020-09-22

**The Iowa Journal of History and Politics Volume 1** 2015-11-06

**Politics and the Media** 2021-07-21
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